
Embark on your climate transition journey towards holistic, efficient and future ready sustainability reporting

Our Sustainability Services helps create an end-to-end data, analytics and reporting architecture using Microsoft’s 

Sustainability technology stack. We can not only help you deal with the tactical needs of SEC, CSRD or California regulations

but also can help set you up for navigating the climate transition and using sustainability data for generating value.

Sustainability Services: Reporting 
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Key questions:

• How does your organization handle sustainability reporting and are there any challenges/pain-points that you’re currently facing? 

• What challenges do you face regarding manual data collection and reporting?

• How does your organization utilize sustainability reporting data for strategic decision making?

• How do you create the data practices that you deploy are compliant to regulatory standards or reporting frameworks (e.g., SEC, CSRD, 

California regulations) 

Are you ready to transform your sustainability reporting? 
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Data Governance and 

Compliance

We are equipped to assist you not only 

in addressing the tactical requirements 

of SEC, CSRD, or California regulations, 

but also in helping preparing you to 

navigate the complexities of your 

organization’s climate transition. 

Additionally, we specialize in leveraging 

sustainability data to help create tangible 

value for your organization.

Alleviate Fragmented Data

Non-financial reporting is typically 

manual and results in an annual report. 

Fragmented data sources and 

inconsistent extraction processes can 

lead to unreliable data, hindering 

operational decisions. PwC helps

pioneer sustainability reporting 

innovation by enhancing data strategies, 

architectures, and automating 

processes.

Analytics and Reporting 

Architecture 

Our Sustainability Services utilize 

Microsoft's Sustainability technology 

stack to help establish holistic data, 

analytics, and reporting framework, 

creating a seamless end-to-end 

approach to your organization’s 

sustainability reporting; crucial in 

measuring the impact of your business’ 

climate transition efforts.

Services
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Streamline Sustainability Reporting

Helps automate manual tasks and 

streamline reporting workflows, our 

solution can help significantly reduce the 

time and effort traditionally required for 

sustainability reporting.

Leverage Industry-leading 

Technologies

Leverage Microsoft's Sustainability 

technology stack. We incorporate 

leading technologies to enhance data 

processing, analysis, and 

reporting helping enable your 

organization to stay at the forefront of 

sustainability reporting capabilities.

Improve Data Accuracy and 

Reliability

By centralizing data sources and 

standardizing extraction processes, 

our solution enhances the 

efficiency and reliability of your 

organization’s sustainability data.

Benefits
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Establish Compliance and Reporting 

Standards

Sustainability Services is designed to 

help align with new and evolving 

sustainability reporting standards.

Facilitate Stakeholder 

Communication

Enables transparent communication 

with stakeholders by providing 

accessible, efficient, and reliable 

sustainability data. This transparency 

can foster trust and credibility with 

stakeholders who increasingly 

prioritize ESG considerations.

Foster Strategic Decision Making

By consolidating and analyzing 

sustainability data from across the 

organization, our solution 

can empower informed decision-

making at both operational and 

strategic levels.
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